APPENDIX B

TEST TRENCH PHOTO LOG
SITE PHOTOGRAPHS

Photo 1: Test pit investigation at TT-10 (looking north east)

Photo 2: Test pit investigation at TT-10 showing brown silty sand with gravel underlain with gray sand and gravel

Photo 3: Test pit investigation at TT-10 showing sand and gravel stock pile

Photo 4: Test pit investigation at TT-50 showing sand and gravel with product
SITE PHOTOGRAPHS

Photo 1: Test pit investigation at TT-44 showing cinder ash fill (0-6’) underlain with gray and brown silty sand with gravel

Photo 2: Test pit investigation at TT-13 showing brown silty sand with gravel underlain with gray sand and gravel

Photo 3: Test pit investigation at TT-40 showing brown silty sand with gravel and fill underlain with gray lean clay underlain with sand and gravel

Photo 4: Test pit investigation at TT-79 showing cinder ash fill underlain with brown silty sand with gravel
SITE PHOTOGRAPHS

Photo 1: Excavating boring locations to 8' prior to drilling at PZ-2-2 (Looking northwest)

Photo 2: Drilling at Well W-29 (looking northeast)

Photo 3: Brown silty sand with gravel at Well W-30

Photo 4: Gray gravel with silt and sand at Well W-30
SITE PHOTOGRAPHS

Photo 1: North and South Ex-situ Enhanced Bio-Remediation Test Pads on 8-16-12 (looking southeast)

Photo 2: North and South Ex-situ Enhanced Bio-Remediation Test Pads on 8-20-12 (looking south)

Photo 3: North Ex-situ Enhanced Bio-Remediation Test Pads on 9-20-12 (looking southeast)

Photo 4: South Ex-situ Enhanced Bio-Remediation Test Pads on 9-20-12 (looking southeast)
SITE PHOTOGRAPHS

Photo 1: 8-16-12 Ex-Situ Forced Vented Bio-Pile Pad piping (looking north)

Photo 2: 8-20-12 North Ex-Situ Forced Vented Bio-Pile Pad piping covered in gravel with soil/fill (looking west)

Photo 3: 8-20-12 North and south Ex-Situ Forced Vented Bio-Pile Pads (looking southeast)

Photo 4: 9-10-12 North and south Ex-Situ Forced Vented Bio-Pile Pads (looking southwest)
SITE PHOTOGRAPHS

Photo 5: SVE System with SVE-2 well to the south and SVE-1 well to the north (looking southwest)

Photo 6: SVE System’s Bio-Filter (looking southeast)

Photo 7: In-Situ Solidification/Stabilization at TPSB-46 (looking northeast)

Photo 8: In-Situ Solidification/Stabilization at TPSB-46 soil/fill mixed with Lime